2011-2012 Event Calendar

September 28, 2011  
16th Annual Robert J. LeFloch Memorial Golf Outing  
At Shuttle Meadow Country Club, Kensington, CT to benefit the CBC Scholarship Fund

October 11, 2011  
Navigating the Reorganized State Agencies  
How does the reorganization affect the construction industry?

November 15, 2011  
Work in the Public Sector: UConn Medical Center  
What types of Projects dominate the Connecticut Community? Where is the funding for these projects? What private sector spinoff development might occur?

December 13, 2011  
Best Practices: Maintaining the Structure through the Winter  
How to maintain a building throughout the winter?

January 10, 2012  
Asset Management: New or Renovate  
What is the best outcome for your projects? Is it more cost effective to renovate your existing building or to create a new building?

February 14, 2012  
Smilow Cancer Hospital, a PTA Award Winning Project  
This program will feature the design team and the the award winning project and includes a donation to the hospital in its battle against cancer.

March 13, 2012  
Public and Private Development: Storrs Center Project  
The evolution of the project from the original vision to the final implementation, the future phases of the project and the opportunities being created

April 10, 2012  
Energy: Rising Prices and Finding New Savings  
What energy alternatives are being incorporated into the Connecticut grid? What kinds of projects are associated with current energy upgrades and expansion?

May 8, 2012  
IPC Introduces the New Construction Guidelines  
A guide for the owners. from how to select a location, to selecting the contractor, to closing a project on time and within budget.

June 12, 2012  
Project Team Awards Banquet & Scholarship Presentations  
CBC’s signature event. A time to showcase award winning projects and celebrate team work.

Plan to Join Us!
Sponsorship Opportunities for All Programs as well as Annual Anchor Sponsorships
NEARLY 60 YEARS OF BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS
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